In this paper, we propose a combined symbolic-numeric algorithm for computing the nearest singular polynomial and its multiple zero. Explicit expressions of the minimal perturbation and the nearest singular polynomials are presented. A theoretical error bound and several numerical examples are given.
Introduction
An approach based on minimization of quadratic forms to study problems related to polynomials with inexact coefficients has been proposed by Karmarkar and Lakshman [4] [5] . In an earlier paper [8] , we have applied it to the following problem. 
where
A * is the Penrose inverse of A [7] . Consequently
Note that N In [8] , we have derived a suitable expression for N (k) m which allows us to factorize its first derivative easily, and only one nontrivial factor yields the local minimum. Some recursive relations between the polynomials determining the multiple zeros for consecutive k's are also provided.
In present paper we shall be concerned with the design of a practical algorithm. Furthermore, we include some new results that have not been published before. There is a sharp difference between the method by Karmarkar and Lakshman [4] [5] and the method in this paper: the former searches for the minimum point by an iterative numerical method, while the latter determines the point definitely by solving an equation.
The remaining part of the paper is set up as follows. First, we recall the approach and results in [8] . In section 3, we derive a new expression for the minimum of N (k) m which is easily computed and induces in particular, explicit expressions of the nearest singular polynomials for k = 2, 3, 4. In the final section, we estimate the precision required in the computation of the multiple root and describe the algorithm for computing the nearest singular polynomial, multiple root and the minimal perturbation. The performance of the algorithm is illustrated by several numerical examples.
Preliminaries
In order to obtain explicit expression for N (k) m and the nearest singular polynomial, let us introduce polynomial
and matrix Λ k
. . .
Theorem 1 Λ k is a Hermitian and positive definite matrix, and
Proof. The matrix Λ k is factorized as
, into the first m − k and the last k columns, then it is straightforward to see that
Since the symmetric matrix V 2 V * 2 is a positive definite matrix and the symmetric matrix V 1 V * 1 is a semidefinite matrix, then the symmetric matrix
2 is a positive definite matrix and the product of its eigenvalues is bigger than the product of all eigenvalues of V 2 V * 2 [1] . We know the product of all eigenvalues of V 2 V * 2 is equal to its determinant which is 1. So we have det(
We now consider the expression of the N (k) m and its derivative. For reference, we restate the following three theorems in [8] . 
m attains its local minimum only if c satisfies p k = 0 and
The following theorem gives an alternative method to determine p i and q i in (7) (9) 
can be computed by the following recursive relations:
Notice that if the coefficients of f (x) are floating points, we will first consider these coefficients as symbols and substitute them after exact computation of the p i and q i . In this way, if the expressions of p i and q i are computed once, they can also be used for other polynomials of the same degree but different coefficients as f (x). The formulas (10)(12) are used in the Algorithm N to compute q i and p i recursively.
Another Expression for N (k) m
The expression (6) 
m is very suitable for deducing the simple formula of its derivative (7), but the inverse of matrix in (6) makes it uneasy to calculate for large k. Here we provide an alternative explicit expression for N (k) m in terms of q i and p i .
Theorem 5
Proof. 
Since the matrix Λ k is nonsingular by Theorem 1, applying the Gaussian elimination, we obtain
Compare the determinant of the matrices on the two sides, we have
Now the inverse of Λ k+1 can be expressed through the inverse of Λ k :
By inserting the expression of Λ −1 k+1 into (6) for k + 1, we obtain 
By now, we have expressed
m /∂c explicitly in terms of p i and q i which can be calculated recursively. In the sequel we also try to set up some formulas based on q i instead of (2) to compute the coefficients of the corresponding nearest singular polynomials.
For k = 2, suppose c = γ gives the minimum of N (2) m . Let
It is trivial to check that h 2 (γ) = 0 and h 2 (γ) = p 2 /q 1 = 0. Thus h 2 (x) has a double root γ and
So h 2 is the nearest singular polynomial of f with a root of multiplicity 2. Similar results can be found in [5] [2] [6] . It turns out that analogous formulas exist for k = 3, 4.
Theorem 6 For k = 3, suppose c = γ gives the minimum of N
m , then the nearest singular polynomial is
where h 2 (x) is defined as (15) and
Proof. It is easy to check that q 22 (γ) = 0, q 22 (γ) = q 2 and q 22 (γ) = ∂q 2 /∂c. Therefore, h 3 (γ) = h 3 (γ) = 0 and
It follows that γ is a triple root of h 3 (x). Since
we have
m .
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Theorem 7 For k = 4, suppose c = γ gives the minimum of N (4) m , then the nearest singular polynomial is
Proof From the proof of the above theorems, we know that h 4 (γ) = 0 and q 33 (γ) = 0, q 33 (γ) = 0, q 33 (γ) = q 3 , q
It follows that γ is a root of h 3 (x) of multiplicity 4. Since
Unfortunately, there are no obvious way to generalize (15)(16)(17) to the cases of k > 4. The study in this point is in progress and will be reported in the future.
Algorithm and Examples
Let γ = a+ib, where a and b are real, i stands for the imaginary unit. By Theorem 3, we subject to find the real solutions of a polynomial equations system. It consists of the real and imaginary part of p k (a, b). In order to guarantee the absolute minimum of N (k) m to be within δ 2 , we estimate the precision required in the calculation of real root a and b of p k (a, b) . The analysis is similar to [5] , but it is much simple and clear due to the explicit expressions we have derived. Since γ = a + ib is a multiple root of the minimally perturbed polynomial h whose coefficients are bounded in magnitude by the coefficients of f . Therefore we suppose a + ib ≤ B, where B = 1 + 2 f .
Theorem 8 For a given
Proof. We have
are needed. Using the recursive relations in Theorem 4, we get
Similarly it can be shown that
The bound of coefficients in p k can be obtained directly from the estimate of entries in matrix (8) as m 2k 2 B. Note that we have assumed a + ib ≤ B. Thus,
.
The (18) implies that
N (k) m (a + δ a , b + δ b ) − N (k) m (a, b) ≤ δ 2 .
2
We are now ready to describe the algorithm for computing the nearest singular polynomials with a k-fold root. 
N2.
For i from 2 to k + 1 do
by formula (10);
N3. Find the roots of p k satisfying inequality (9) and bounded by B to the precision defined in Theorem 8. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we show how to compute the nearest singular polynomials by the technique of parametric minimization. The algorithm presented here is of polynomialtime complexity in the degree and size of the coefficients of the input polynomial. Our method has been applied to sensitivity analysis of root locations of polynomials subject to coefficient perturbations. However, for k > 4, we have not yet obtained an explicit formula for the nearest singular polynomial with a given multiple zero. In fact, the algorithm appears to reach its limit for k > 4. The practicality of our algorithm has still to be tested.
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Appendix. A Collection of Examples
Let k, h k , γ and N (k) m be the same as above. For a given tolerance , if
, then we say f has a k-cluster of zeros and γ is called the center of the cluster [3] . In the following text, all coefficients are displayed to 7-decimals floating-point approximation. , then f has a 2-cluster of zeros. Otherwise f only has simple roots. , then f only has a 2-cluster of zeros.
